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Abstract In this study, we demonstrate that a bokbunja

(Rubus coreanus) ethanol extract (RCE) exhibits the strong

histone acetyltransferase (HAT) inhibitory activity, and

shows specificity against the p300 HAT enzyme. RCE

specifically inhibited p300 acetyltransferase activities with

an IC50 of approximately 70 µg/mL, but did not inhibit

other epigenetic enzymes. We found that RCE inhibited

agonist-dependent androgen receptor (AR) acetylation and

suppressed androgen-induced AR transcriptional activity.

RCE treatment also decreased the enhancement of AR

transcriptional activity caused by p300 overexpression, and

combined treatment with RCE potentiated the activity of

the AR antagonist flutamide. Finally, RCE treatment

reduced the growth of LNCaP human prostate cancer cells

via inhibition of cyclin D1 and cyclin E expression, and

concomitantly induced apoptosis. Collectively, our results

suggest that therapeutic targeting of AR acetylation by

HATi could lead to a new class of antagonists for the

treatment of prostate cancer.

Keywords: bokbunja, Rubus coreanus, histone acetyl-

transferase, androgen receptor, prostate cancer

Introduction

Androgens are critical in the development and maintenance

of the male reproductive system, and are essential for the

growth of the normal prostate and prostate cancer (1,2).

The effects of androgens are mediated through the

androgen receptor (AR), a member of a large family of

ligand-dependent transcription factors that belong to the

steroid receptor superfamily (3). AR is also involved in the

development and progression of prostate cancer, which is

one of the most frequently diagnosed cancers in males

(4,5). Indeed, somatic mutations in the AR gene have been

found in prostate tumors, and may contribute to androgen-

independent cancer cell growth (6).

AR function is modulated by post-translational modifi-

cations, including acetylation, ubiquitylation, sumoylation,

and phosphorylation (7-10). AR acetylation is a key

posttranslational modification that regulates growth control

in human prostate cancer cells (10). The AR is acetylated

by the histone acetyltransferases (HATs) p300, Tip60, and

P/CAF, and acetylation of the AR potentiates co-regulator

recruitment and enhances the growth-promoting properties

of the ARs in cultured cells and in vivo (11-14). Tip60 is
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also known to regulate the transcriptional activity of the

AR in an androgen-independent manner by enhancing AR

nuclear translocation (15). AR acetylation-mimetic mutants

confer reduced apoptotic and enhanced growth-promoting

properties that correlate with altered promoter specificity

for cell-cycle target genes, suggesting that AR acetylation

might be an ideal target for novel tumor therapies (16).

With accumulating evidence that dietary compounds,

such as catechins from green tea, curcumin from Curcuma

longa, and garcinol from Garcinia indica, exhibit histone

deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitory properties (17-24), interest

in HAT inhibitors has recently expanded into the realm of

cancer chemoprevention. Most HAT inhibitors show a

broad specificity, targeting a wide spectrum of enzymes

including p300/CBP, PCAF, and Tip60. Although the

antitumor activities of these HAT inhibitors are well

documented, it is unclear whether the inhibition of specific

HAT enzymes is correlated with cancer cell proliferation.

The unripe fruit of bokbunja (Rubus coreanus Miq.), a

perennial shrub distributed throughout the southern part of

the Korean peninsula, has been used in traditional herbal

medicine for the treatment of asthma, enuresis, and sexual

disinclination (25,26). Although antioxidant and anti-

inflammatory activities of bokbunja have been recently

reported (9,26,27), potential anti-cancer or anti-tumor

effects of bokbunja have not been described. The crude

extract contains triterpenoids, tannin, diterpenes, catechins

(28), and quercetines (29), and especially ethanol extract of

bokbunja has a high yield of phenolic compounds (30).

In this study, we demonstrate that a bokbunja ethanol

extract (RCE) exhibits the strongest HAT inhibitory

activity among a large panel of plant extracts, and shows

specificity against the p300 HAT enzyme. We show that

RCE suppresses the androgen-dependent transcriptional

activity of the AR, and demonstrate that RCE suppresses

p300-enhanced AR transcriptional activity in an acetylation-

dependent manner. Finally, we demonstrate that RCE

potentiates the activity of the AR antagonist flutamide, which

may aid in the development of effective chemopreventive

therapeutics.

Materials and Methods

Cell culture, reagents, and plasmid constructs The

human prostate cancer cell lines LNCaP and PC-3 were

obtained from American Type Culture Collection (USA).

The cells were grown in RPMI 1640 containing L-

glutamine and supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated

fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 1% antibiotics/antimycotics.

All cultures were maintained in a humidified chamber at

37oC with 5% CO2. RPMI-1640 medium, antibiotics, and

FBS were purchased from Gibco-BRL (USA). The

colorimetric assay kit for HAT activity was from Biovision

(USA). Easy-spin total RNA extraction kits and Maxime

RT Premix kits were from Intron (Korea). Antibodies were

purchased from Upstate Biotechnology (USA). Effectene

transfection reagent was from Qiagen (USA). The PGL3-

PSA construct was a kind gift from Dr. Kyung-Sup Kim

(Yonsei University). The GFP-AR (wt) plasmid, expressing

C-terminally GFP-tagged wild-type AR protein, was kindly

provided by Dr. Toshihiko Yanase (Fukuoka University,

Japan). An expression plasmid for the non-acetylated-

mimetic GFP-AR (K630R/K632R/K633R) mutant was

kindly provided by Dr. Masaki Shiota, Akira Yokomizo,

and Seiji Naito (Kyushu University, Japan). Protein A/G

PLUS agarose beads were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology

(USA).

Preparation of aqueous extract for screening potent

HAT inhibitors Bokbunja were purchased from Kyungdong

market, Seoul, Korea. After blanching 5 g (dry weight) of

bokbunja, it was refluxed with 4 volumes of 95% ethanol

for 2 hr. The extract was filtered, concentrated under

reduced pressure, and then lyophilized. It was stored at

−20oC until used

HAT, HDAC, and histone methyltransferase (HMT)

assays HeLa cell nuclear extracts (NEs) were prepared as

described previously (31). General HAT activity assays

were performed using NEs following the manufacturer’s

protocol (Biovision). For assays of specific HAT enzymes,

pre-cleared HeLa nuclear extracts (50 µL) were incubated

overnight at 4oC with 2 µL of anti-p300, anti-Tip60, or

anti-PCAF antibodies, and Protein A/G PLUS agarose

beads (Santa Cruz Technology). Immunoprecipitates were

collected, and washed with HAT assay buffer [50 mM pH

8.0 Tris, 10% glycerol, 0.1 mM ethylenediamine tetraacetic

acid (EDTA)], and then assayed for HAT activity using a

commercially available kit (Biovision). HMT activity was

assayed using buffers and core histones from the HMT

Assay Reagent kit (Upstate Biotechnology, USA), following

the manufacturer’s protocol. Core histones were incubated

in methyltransferase buffer [50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM

phenyl methyl sulfonyl fluoride, 0.5 mM dithiothreitol

(DTT)] containing 1 µL (0.55 µCi) S-adenosyl-L-[methyl-
3H] methionine (3H-AdoMet; Amersham Pharmacia Biotech,

USA) and 1 µg HeLa NE for 1 hr at 30oC in a total volume

of 20 µL. For scintillation counting, the reaction was spotted

onto P-81 paper (Upstate Biotechnology), and washed 3

times with 10% trichloroacetic acid for 15 min. P-81

papers were then washed with 95% ethanol for 5 min at

room temperature and allowed to dry. Dried P-81 papers

were counted with a multi-purpose LS 6500 scintillation

counter (Beckman Coulter, USA). SIRT activity assays

were performed using CycLex SIRT1/Sir2 deacetylase
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fluorometric assay kit following the manufacturer’s protocol

(Medical & Biological Laboratories, USA).

Reporter assay LNCaP cells were seeded at 5×105 cells/

well in 6-well culture plates and incubated overnight with

RPMI 1640 containing 10% FBS. After reaching 90%

confluence, cells were transfected with 0.5 µg of pGL3-

PSA and 1 ng of SV40 DNA/6 wells for luciferase assays

(Dual-luciferase Assay kit; Promega, USA). The medium

was then replaced with phenol-free RPMI 1640 containing

10% charcoal-stripped FBS, and cells were incubated for

48 hr. Thereafter, the medium was replaced with fresh

medium containing the synthetic androgen R1881 (50 nM),

and plant extracts (100 µg/mL) were added 6 hr after

R1881 treatment.

Cell viability assay LNCaP cells were seeded at 1×104

cells/well in 96-well culture plates and incubated overnight

with RPMI 1640 containing 10% FBS. The cells were then

cultured in serum-free medium containing RCE (final

concentration: 100 µg/mL) for 48 hr. After 48 hr, a 3-(4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT)

solution in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was added and

the plates were incubated for 2 hr. At the end of the

incubation, the medium was removed and the blue

formazan crystals that had formed were dissolved with

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Absorbance was measured at

570 nm with background subtraction at 630 nm.

Real time-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) LNCaP

cells were seeded at 5×105 cells/well in 6-well culture

plates and incubated overnight with RPMI 1640 containing

10% FBS. After cells had reached 90% confluence, the

medium was replaced with phenol-free RPMI-1640 medium

containing 10% charcoal-stripped FBS, and cells were

incubated for 48 hr. R1881 and RCE were added in fresh

medium and cells were incubated overnight. After treatment,

total RNA was isolated using an Easy-spin total RNA

extraction kit. RT-PCR analysis and quantification were

performed with SYBR Green PCR Master mix reagents

(Roche, USA) using an ABI Prism 7700 sequnece detection

system (Applied Biosystems, USA). The singularity and

specificity of amplifications were checked by Dissociation

Analysis Software. All samples were normalized to

GAPDH. The primer sequences used in this study were as

follows: NKX3-1, 5'-AGC CGC TCA CGT CCT TCC

TCA TCC-3' (forward) and 5'-GGG GCC CGG TGC TCA

GCT CGT CGT TCT-3' (reverse); PSA, 5'-GCC CAC

CCA GGA GCC AGC ACT-3' (forward) and 5'-GGC

CCC CAG AAT CAC CCG AGC AG-3' (reverse);

GAPDH, 5'-CGC GGG GCT CTC CAG AAC ATC ATC

C-3' (forward) and 5'-CTC CGA CGC CTG CTT CAC

CAC CTT CTT-3' (reverse). The reaction mixture was

heated at 94oC for 2 min, followed by 27 cycles at 94oC for

30 sec, 55oC for 30 sec, and 72oC for 30 sec, and a final

extension at 72oC for 5 min. All reactions were performed

in triplicate. Relative expression levels and standard

deviation (SD) values were calculated using the comparative

method. Also, amplification products were electrophoresed

on 1.5% agarose gels and visualized by ethidium bromide

staining.

Results and Discussion

Identification of anti-p300 HAT activity in RCE To

measure the HAT inhibitory activity of RCE, we used

HeLa nuclear extracts (HeLa NE), which contain various

HAT proteins. The HAT-inhibitory activity was calculated

as a percentage of the control activity. As shown in Fig.

1A, RCE induced a concentration dependent (0-200 µg/

mL) inhibition of HAT activity. To examine the enzyme

specificity, we measured the effect of RCE on HDAC

activity. Using HeLa NE as a source of histone deacetylase

enzymes, we found that deacetylation activity was not

affected by the presence of RCE (Fig. 1B). We next

investigated the effect of RCE on histone methyltransferase

activity (HMT). HeLa core histones were methylated with

[3H] (S)-adenosyl methionine by HeLa NEs, and this

histone methylation was unaffected by RCE (Fig. 1B).

Similar to the results of the HDAC and HMT assays, the

SIRT deacetylase assay also showed no difference either in

the presence or absence of RCE (Fig. 1B). Taken together,

these results suggest that natural compounds present in

RCE inhibit HAT activity, but do not specifically inhibit

HDAC or HMT activities.

We next examined whether RCE specifically inhibits

individual HAT enzymes or generally inhibits most HAT

enzymes. To accomplish this, we measured HAT activity in

HeLa NE immunoprecipitated with p300, Tip60, or PCAF

enzymes. RCE efficiently inhibited p300 acetyltransferase

activity with an IC50 of approximately 70 µg/mL (Fig. 1C).

Under similar conditions, RCE only inhibited PCAF and

Tip60 acetyltransferase activities by 21 and 10%, respectively.

These results suggest that RCE preferentially inhibits p300

HAT activity.

To further validate the RCE-mediated selective inhibition

of p300 HAT activity, we analyzed radiolabeled GST-H4

protein by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and fluorography. As shown

in Fig. 1D, RCE strongly quenched p300 HAT activity in

a dose-dependent manner, consistent with the results of the

HAT activity colorimetric assays. This result shows that

RCE significantly inhibits the HAT activity of p300.
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Inhibition of p300-dependent AR acetylation by RCE

Accumulating evidence has shown that AR is acetylated by

p300 in an androgen-dependent manner (13,32). Thus, we

next examined whether RCE inhibits androgen-mediated

AR acetylation in prostate cancer cells. To do this, LNCaP

cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with a specific AR

antibody, and analyzed immunoprecipitates by Western

blotting to determine the amount of acetylation at specific

lysine residues. As shown in Fig. 2A, the synthetic

androgen R1881 increased AR acetylation in LNCaP cells,

and this increase in AR acetylation was reversed by RCE

treatment.

Lysine residues K630, K632, and K633 within the hinge

region of the AR are known to be acetylated by p300 (7).

We therefore examined whether inhibition of androgen

induced-AR acetylation by RCE involves these lysine

residues of the AR. For this experiment, PC-3 cells were

transfected with GFP-AR (wt) or GFP-AR (K630R/

K632R/K633R) expression plasmids, and the levels of AR

acetylation were assessed by Western blot analysis. R1881

efficiently induced the acetylation of GFP-AR (wt), and

this acetylation was inhibited by RCE treatment (Fig. 2B).

On the other hand, neither R1881 nor RCE treatment had

an effect on the acetylation level of GFP-AR (K630R/

K632R/K633R), indicating that the inhibition of R1881-

induced AR acetylation by RCE treatment mainly involves

the lysine residues in the hinge region of the AR (Fig. 2C).

Collectively, these data suggest that RCE inhibits p300-

mediated acetylation of AR residues K630, K632, and/or

K633.

Repression of AR-mediated transcription by RCE

Prostate-specific antigen (PSA), considered the most

sensitive biochemical marker available for monitoring the

presence of prostatic disease (particularly prostate cancer)

and response to therapy, is primarily activated by the AR at

the transcriptional level. To examine whether RCE inhibition

of p300-dependent AR acetylation represses AR-mediated

transcription, we first performed reporter assays using the

androgen-sensitive LNCaP prostate cancer cell line, derived

from a lymph node metastasis in a human subject. LNCaP

cells were transfected with an androgen-dependent reporter

construct (pGL3-PSA) bearing an androgen responsive

element (ARE)-containing region of the PSA promoter, and

48 hr later were treated with R1881 in the presence or

absence of RCE. After incubating for 16 hr, cells were lysed

and luciferase activity was determined. As shown in Fig. 3A,

RCE dose-dependently inhibited agonist-induced trans-

Fig. 1. Inhibitory effect of RCE on HAT activity. (A) RCE dose-dependently inhibits HAT activity. (B) RCE treatment had no effect on
HMT, HDAC, and SIRT activities. Trichostatin A was used as a control inhibitor for HDAC activity. (C) RCE specifically inhibits p300
HAT activity. HAT assays were performed with the indicated amounts of RCE and p300, PCAF, and Tip60 immunoprecipitate product
from HeLa NEs. The results represent the average value±SD of 3 independent experiments. (D) In vitro HAT activity assays were
performed with HAT enzymes in the presence or absence of RCE using a synthetic H4 tail peptide, and were subsequently processed for
fluorography.
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criptional activation of the AR, suggesting that the anti-HAT

activity in RCE represses AR-mediated transcription.

To further corroborate the results of reporter assays, we

next performed real-time PCR analyses to determine

whether RCE inhibits R1881-induced transcription of AR-

regulated genes. LNCaP cells were exposed to 0, 50, 100,

or 200 µg/mL RCE for 18 hr, and total RNA samples were

isolated. Consistent with the results of reporter assays,

R1881 induced an increase in PSA and NKX3.1 mRNA

levels that was reduced by RCE treatment (Fig. 3B and

3C). Taken together, the results of these studies indicate

that RCE inhibits agonist-induced AR-dependent trans-

cription.

Because p300 plays a role in androgen-dependent AR

transcription (33), we next investigated the effect of RCE

on p300-dependent AR transcriptional activity. For this

experiment, LNCaP cells were transiently transfected with

a p300 expression plasmid (pSG5-p300), and incubated in

the presence or absence of RCE for 48 hr. As shown in Fig.

3D, overexpression of p300 enhanced R1881-induced

transcriptional activation of the AR. Importantly, both RCE

and the AR antagonist flutamide individually suppressed

the enhanced AR transcription-enhancing effect. Interestingly,

combined treatment with RCE and flutamide further

reduced the transcription of AR target genes, indicating

that RCE potentiates the antagonistic activity of flutamide

by suppressing mainly p300 (Fig. 3D). As we showed the

specific inhibitory activity of RCE on p300 in Fig. 1C,

RCE enhances the suppression of p300 dependent AR-

transcription activity, and it would help the flutamide

action. Partial agonist activity of an antagonist is a potential

explanation for the clinical observation of hormone-

withdrawal syndrome (34,35). Given the previously

demonstrated functional dependence of flutamide on an

HDAC co-repressor (36), it is possible that the relative

p300 HAT activity is critical to the efficacy of prostate

cancer therapy. In fact, p300 expression has been shown to

be higher in high-grade tumors than in low-grade tumors,

Fig. 2. RCE inhibits androgen-dependent AR acetylation. (A) Levels of endogenous AR acetylation were assessed in LNCaP cells
treated with R1881 and/or RCE. Immunoprecipitated proteins were analyzed by Western blotting using the indicated antibodies. (B)
Level of exogeneous AR acetylation were assessed in PC-3 cells transfected with wild-type GFP-AR (wt) and treated with R1881 and/or
RCE. (C) Level of exogeneous AR acetylation were assessed in PC-3 cells transfected with the acetylation-mimetic mutant GFP-AR
(K630R/K632R/K633R) and treated with R1881 and/or RCE. Levels of AR acetylation were determined by Western blot analysis using
the indicated antibodies. Data represent the mean±SD of at least 3 independent experiments. *p<0.05 for R1881 only vs. control 
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and has prognostic value in predicting the long-term,

biochemical recurrence-free survival of prostate cancer

patients (37). Thus, p300 expression in prostate cancer

tissue may be a useful marker for predicting disease

progression. An important finding in the current study is

that RCE treatment potentiated the antagonist action of

flutamide via suppression of p300 HAT. Indeed, several

studies have demonstrated that the over-expression of co-

activators, including p300, results in decreased antagonist

activities of flutamide. Consistent with this notion, our

results demonstrate that combined treatment with a HAT

inhibitor maximizes the efficacy of flutamide antagonist

activity.

Effect of RCE on prostate cancer cell growth Because

AR acetylation is closely correlated with prostate cancer

cell growth (11), we examined the effect of RCE on this

aspect of AR function. First, we treated LNCaP cells with

RCE for 48 hr and measured viable cells using MTT

assays. As expected, cell viability was decreased by RCE

in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 4A). At a concentration

of 200 µg/mL, RCE decreased the viability of LNCaP cells

by approximately 62% after a 48 hr incubation, suggesting

that modulation of AR acetylation by HAT inhibitors

controls aberrant cellular growth of prostate cancer cells.

To further assess the effect of RCE on cell proliferation, we

examined the expression of growth-control genes (Fig.

4B). Western blot analyses demonstrated that cyclin D1

and cyclin E protein levels were both decreased by RCE

treatment. RT-PCR analyses showed a similar pattern for

the transcription of cyclin D1 and cyclin E genes.

Collectively, these results suggest that RCE suppresses

prostate cancer cell proliferation through effects on growth-

controlling genes, and are consistent with previous reports

that AR acetylation promotes the survival and growth of

prostate cancer cells in vitro and in nude mice, and

augments the promoter activity of a subset of growth-

controlling target genes (7,16).

Fig. 3. RCE suppresses R1881-induced, p300-enhanced AR transcription and potentiates the antagonist activity of flutamide. (A)
RCE inhibits R1881-induced AR-dependent promoter activity in LNCaP cells. Results are presented as the means of 2 independent
experiments performed in triplicate. Total RNA was prepared from each sample and used for quantitative RT-PCR to measure the
expression of the AR target genes PSA (B) and NKX3.1 (C). As controls, the level of GAPDH mRNA was also measured by quantitative
RT-PCR in the same batch of RNA samples. Levels of transcription are shown as fold-induction compared to the level of transcription in
the absence of R1881, which was set to 1. (D) RCE inhibits p300-enhanced AR transcriptional activity and potentiates the antagonist
activity of flutamide. Data represent the mean±SD of at least 3 independent experiments. *p<0.01 for RCE+p300 vs. p300; *p<0.01 for
flutamide+p300 vs. p300; #p<0.05 for RCE+flutamide+p300 vs. flutamide+p300
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Because AR acetylation renders cells resistant to apoptosis

(7), we next examined the effect of RCE on apoptosis in

prostate cancer cells using the ApoDETECT Annexin V-

FITC Kit, which detects early stages of apoptosis.

Apoptotic cells can be recognized and distinguished from

necrotic cells using flow cytometry after double-staining

with Annexin V-FITC and PI. As shown in Fig. 4C, RCE

treatment induced significant apoptosis in LNCaP cells

compared with R1881 alone. These results suggest that the

HAT inhibitory activity of RCE promotes an apoptotic

response in prostate cancer cells.

Our findings indicate that the potent HAT inhibitory

effects of RCE generally led to decreased transcription of

AR target genes, resulting in repression of the expression

of growth-control genes and inhibition of cancer cell

growth. The results of several studies strongly suggest that

AR acetylation is involved in the regulation of prostate

cancer cell growth and apoptosis. The observation that

acetylation-mimetic mutants of the AR enhance prostate

cancer cell growth and the demonstration that expression

of AR coactivators in prostate cancer tissues correlates with

AR expression, prostate cancer progression, and recurrence

suggest that acetylation of the AR may contribute to the

development of androgen-independent prostate cancer.

Inhibition of the AR acetylation process and AR-

coactivator binding is likely to lead to the development of

new therapeutic drugs for prostate cancer.

In conclusion, aberrant expression of p300 HAT enzymes

is associated with prostate cancer development. Here, we

used a prostate cancer model to investigate how HAT

inhibitors influence AR acetylation, AR-mediated trans-

cription, and AR-dependent prostate cancer cell growth.

We found a candidate extract from bokbunja that contains

HAT-inhibitory activity, and thus has potential as an anti-

prostate cancer agent. Currently, there is a lack of effective

second-line therapies for treatment of prostate cancers that

have become androgen insensitive and no longer respond

to androgen-based therapies. Interestingly, our results suggest

that RCE synergistically enhanced the antagonistic effects

of flutamide, raising the possibility that efficient interference

with AR acetylation by HAT inhibitors could lead to a new

class of antagonists for the treatment of prostate cancer.

Fig. 4. RCE inhibits cell-cycle-control gene expression and cell growth, and promotes apoptosis. (A) RCE inhibits prostate cancer
cell viability and proliferation by blocking AR acetylation. Results represent the mean±SD of 3 independent experiments. (B) RCE
inhibits the expression of cell-cycle-control genes. LNCaP cells were treated with or without RCE and/or R1881. Cell lysates were
analyzed by Western blotting using the indicated antibodies. (C) RCE efficiently promotes apoptotic responses in prostate cancer cells.
Apoptosis was detected using Annexin V flow cytometry. *p<0.01 for RCE+R1881 vs. R1881
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